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Nature’s Floor
The colours and natural grain patterns of Australian timbers are the 
inspiration for this stunning collection of luxury vinyl planks. 

The hand scraped emboss echoes the unique touch and feel of our 
natural timbers. From the deep richness of Marginata, the freshness of 
Marri or complexity of Spotted Gum, with 12 colours to choose from  
you are sure to find the perfect floor to compliment your decor.

It’s manufacture shows respect to our health, safety and environment.  
Wood Accents is manufactured using at least 25% pre and post 
consumer recycled content, minimising manufacturing waste. Also it is 
a low maintenance product, promoting lower use of energy, detergents 
and water.

AloxPlus Abrasion Resistance 
Extensive and innovative Australian research into advance flooring 
protection for our uniquely Australian conditions has delivered AloxPlus. 
This advanced floor treatment has been developed to maximise the 
life and beauty of your floor by creating a superior barrier to enhance 
abrasion resistance.

Not only does this range contain no harmful 
plasticisers nor  harmful fillers but it is also 
phthalate free.

The use of ‘phthalate free’ plastics has 
long been the safety standard set for 
the manufacture of babies’ bottles and 
toddlers’ toys. You can now be assured 
that the Wood Accents phthalate free 
floor range your children are playing on, 
has been manufactured applying the same 
principles and concerns for their safety. 
Hexamoll®Dinch® has been developed by 
internationally renowned company BASF, for 
safe use in toys for children under 3 years, 
packaging for food and medical products. 

Wood Accents was the very first Flooring Xtra 
range to incorporate this new phthalate free 
plasticiser into its manufacturing process. 
Not only does this advanced, phthalate free 
plastciser make this vinyl floor the safest 
available for your children, but its exclusive use 
in this manufacturing process also maximises 
its flexibility and durability, prolonging its life 
and beauty.

Wood Accents is sourced from the only 
manufacturing plant licensed by BASF to 
use Hexamoll®Dinch®, making it the most 
advanced safety and performance based 
vinyl floor range available in Australia.

Phthalate Free

Front Cover: KB528HP Messmate



KB501HP - Spotted Gum

KB502HP - Aged Marri

KB503HP - Blackheart Marri

KB504HP - Marri

KB506HP - Washed Taupewood

KB508HP - Marginata

KB515HP - Spotted Lemon Gum

KB522HP Hand Scrapped Blackbutt



KB510HP - Weathered Marri

KB515HP - Spotted Lemon Gum

KB521HP - Cradle Mountain Sassafras

KB522HP - Hand Scrapped Blackbutt

KB524HP - Distinctive Blackbutt

KB528HP - MessmateKB503HP Blackheart Marri

KB504HP - Marri



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

Classification

Total thickness

Wear layer 

Dimensions

Warranty

Planks per carton

Carton m2

Heavy Domestic - Light Commercial

2.0mm

0.35mm

183mm x 1219mm

17 year Residential Warranty

15

3.34m2

5 year Commercial Warranty

Distributed exclusively by Flooring Xtra Australia.  
See in store for maintenance and warranty details.

Wood Accents is manufactured in an ISO9001 and ISO14001 certified facility. 
There are no harmful fillers nor harmful plasticisers in our products and the production process 

is heavily scrutinized to ensure only the finest quality product reaches our customers.  

Product colours are depicted within the limitations of the printing process.  
Actual product should be viewed prior to final selection. 

17 5
5 year Commercial Warranty17 year Residential Warranty
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